Prof BS Saini

From: "Placement Punjabi University" <placement@pbi.ac.in>
Date: Sunday, June 10, 2018 9:35 PM
To: "Balraj Singh" <placement.brs@gmail.com>; "Dr. Rajwinder Singh AP SMS" <rajwinder_sms@pbi.ac.in>
Cc: "singhurjot500" <singhurjot500@gmail.com>; "Rajan Jindal" <rajanjindal45@gmail.com>; "shriya kalsotra" <shriya1996786@gmail.com>; <bansalyashika96@gmail.com>; <sakshicute28@yahoo.com>; "saurav dhakare" <sauravdhakare@gmail.com>; "rahuldeepattir1996" <rahuldeepattiri1996@gmail.com>; "Rajat Singh" <rajatsingh.b115@gmail.com>; "MANIK GARG" <manikgarg06@gmail.com>; "Akanksha Kori" <akankshakori@gmail.com>; "Yash Sharma" <yashrub123@gmail.com>; "sameer kumar" <kumarsameer1202@gmail.com>; "ashish garg" <gargashish530@gmail.com>; "kaurjaspreet1322@gmail.com"; "Piyush Malhotra" <pmalhotra201295@gmail.com>; "Meghna Kapoor" <meghnakapoor1234@gmail.com>; "Manpreet Kaur" <manpreetkaur6136@gmail.com>; "Preet Gill" <gillpreet0996@gmail.com>; "Prabal Sharma" <prabal.sharma86@gmail.com>; "Vinohit Garg" <vinohit97@gmail.com>; " Jasleen Singh" <jasleensingh.co.in@gmail.com>; "pushpanshbhardwaj6796" <pushpanshbhardwaj6796@gmail.com>; "himanshu gakhar" <hgakhar1@gmail.com>; "Navjot Kaur" <navjotjothi@gmail.com>; "Placementcell 16-18" <placementcell16to18@gmail.com>
Subject: Fwd: Byju's(https://www.byjus.com) Pool Campus @ RIMT University on 12th June

Dr Balraj - pl post for B.Tech & MBA - details as per trailing mail.

For registration send SMS at 9781297535writing – Company name, Student Name,Branch,Batch, College Name

Dr Dham
Placement Cell PUP

-------- Forwarded message --------
From: Placement Punjabi University <placement@pbi.ac.in>
Date: Sun, Jun 10, 2018 at 5:19 PM
Subject: PoolCampus @ RIMT University
To: placement@pbi.ac.in

Hello Everyone,

Greetings from RIMT university...!!

We take this opportunity to invite students of B.Tech(All streams), MBA, All graduates from our as well as other institutions to participate in upcoming placement drive on 12th June 2018 at RIMT University Campus. Details are as following:-

JOINT CAMPUS PLACEMENT

(https://www.byjus.com)

About the company
BYJU’S - The Learning App is the popular brand name for Think and Learn Private Ltd., a Bengaluru-based Educational technology(edtech) and online tutoring company that has recently received large-scale attention from students across India and attracted investors from across the globe. It was founded in 2011 by Byju Raveendran at Bengaluru, Karnataka, India. In fact, Byju himself comes from a small village in Kerala, Azhikode. BYJU’S was the first investment in Asia from the Chan Zuckerberg Initiative.[1] It is currently India's best funded education startup[2] and is considered to be one among the only few Indian consumer startups that has gone global,[3] particularly with the 2017 acquisition of TutorVista.

1) Company Name: Byju's

2) Drive Date: 12th June 2018

3) Reporting Time: 9.30 A.M.

4) Venue: RIMT UNIVERSITY

5) Designation: BDA

6) Skills: Excellent Communication Skills

7) Salary (CTC): 9 LPA

7) Branches: B.tech(All), MBA

9) Batch: 2018 passing out

11) Place of Posting: Across India

12) Selection Process: Company Presentation, GD, Personal Interview
13) Registration: for registration send SMS at 9781297535 writing – Company name, Student Name, Branch, Batch, College Name by 7th June, 2018 and for any query call 9781297535

STUDENTS MUST HAVE THEIR BIO-DATA, RELEVANT CERTIFICATES OR MARKSHEETS AND TWO PASSPORT SIZE PHOTOGRAPHS. STUDENTS HAVE TO COME IN FORMAL DRESS.

Sent from my iPhone